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Consider the following question on Stalin’s Terror, then take a look at the sample student 

response and examiner’s commentary (in red). 

Question 
How important was terror in consolidating Stalin’s position after 1929? 

 

Student answer with commentary 

Stalin used a variety of methods to consolidate his position. Terror was important, particularly in 

dealing with those who opposed him and could be a potential threat, such as Trotsky, as they would 

never be reconciled to his rule. However, in convincing others to support his regime, propaganda was 

a vital tool as it convinced many that his rule was beneficial for the Soviet Union. There were others 

who genuinely supported the regime and believed in the ideals of communism and Stalinism, whilst 

others saw the modernisation of Russia as a great achievement and therefore supported Stalin. 

Victory in the Second World War made his position even more secure as he was seen as the hero 

who had saved the fatherland.  

 

The opening is well focused and offers a clear view that a variety of methods were used to consolidate 

power, suggesting that different methods were used with different groups. The opening identifies the 

different methods used and provides some support for the view offered. 

 

Terror was particularly important in dealing with those who opposed or were perceived to oppose the 

regime. These people would never have been convinced by the economic successes and were seen 

as obstacles to progress, often through ‘wrecking schemes’. Their removal through arbitrary arrest, 

fake trials, mass executions and forced labour was also important in convincing others that it was 

beneficial to support the regime in order to avoid a similar fate. The 1930s witnessed a series of 

purges which removed party members who failed to implement collectivisation or disagreed with 

Stalin’s attempts to ‘liquidate the kulaks as a class’, or who it was perceived were slowing down the 

pace of industrialisation and the success of the Five-Year Plans.  

One-third of the party membership was also removed in the 1930s and this made it clear to people 

that acquiescence at the least, and preferably co-operation, was required from everyone. This would 

have become even more apparent when prominent Politburo members were exiled, or in the case of 

Kirov, shot. Of the 1996 delegates who attended the 1934 Party Congress, 1108 had been executed 
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within three years. Purges even struck the armed forces. As a result, any internal opposition was 

removed using terror and no-one was exempt as even Marshal Tukhachevsky, the Soviet Union’s 

most distinguished soldier, together with seven generals, was executed without trial for ‘espionage 

and treason to the Fatherland.’ Although this considerably weakened Russia’s ability to fight in 1941, it 

was clear to ordinary Russians that total obedience was required. Show trials also helped to 

consolidate Stalin’s power. By ‘persuading’ individuals to admit their crimes in front of large audiences 

and through broadcasts it would have convinced some that Stalin was right in identifying enemies. 

Terror and the fear of being arrested for crimes you had not committed was important in silencing 

many and removing opponents or potential threats to Stalin’s power.  

 

The response considers the factor named in the question and considers a range of methods of ‘terror’ 

that were used. It does not simply describe the methods but explains how the actions would help to 

consolidate his power. There is some good detailed supporting knowledge, but there is also analysis 

of the factor. The final sentence offers an interim judgement about the importance of terror. 

 

Propaganda helped to win the support of those who were uncommitted. In particular, Stalin developed 

the cult of personality so that Russians were encouraged to worship him as a hero. He portrayed 

himself as ‘true heir of Lenin’ and ‘the Lenin of today’, using Lenin’s popularity to bolster his own 

position. Stalin was also careful to portray himself as a man of the people, be it in posters, statues or 

posters. Newspapers were used to promote the achievements of Stalin’s economic policies, while the 

arts were used to emphasise traditional values. Similarly, the cinema was used to promote both 

collectivisation and the Five-Year Plans. Propaganda was also used to increase industrial productivity, 

and therefore emphasise the success of the Five-Year Plans, seen most clearly in the Stakhanovite 

movement, where workers who achieved high levels of output were rewarded. Censorship ensured 

that no other views were seen. Literary groups were closed down by 1932 and those who wanted to 

write had to join the USW and its members had to produce material that reflect ‘socialist realism’. 

Special youth organisations, such as the Pioneers and Komsomol were established to protect the 

young from bourgeois views and to report anyone who criticised the leadership. Such was the success 

that membership increased fivefold from 1929 to 1941. As the media was strictly controlled and only 

the achievements of the regime were publicised and this continued throughout the Second World War, 

glorifying Russia’s military achievements and the contribution of Stalin, further consolidating his 

position. 

 

The paragraph on propaganda also considers a wide range of methods used and, as with the previous 

paragraph, there is detailed supporting knowledge. However, this knowledge is linked back to the 

actual question to explain how Stalin used it to consolidate his position. The final sentence hints at a 

judgement, but this could have been developed further.  

 

However, there were some who did not need to be convinced or forced to accept Stalinism. There 

were many who were convinced by the vision of a new society and a socialist ideal. There were some 

who were willing to give up personal freedoms for the greater opportunities offered and the benefits of 

better housing, healthcare, consumer goods and education. They were willing to work hard to build 

this socialist utopia, seen in the construction of the new steel works at Magnitogorsk. The building of 
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such works and the increase in industrial production was clear evidence of the success of Stalin’s 

Five-Year Plans and brought him support. Similarly, there were some poorer peasants who welcomed 

collectivisation and the introduction of electricity to their villages, whilst those in towns welcomed the 

increase in food production. The policies also increased Stalin’s control over the industrial workforce 

as internal passports and work record-cards controlled movement and recorded discipline. Similarly, 

collectivisation gave him greater control over the peasantry as communist agents were sent out to the 

collectives. His political skills and leadership ensured that the policies were enforced but the apparent 

success won him support, particularly among the young who worked hard to achieve the socialist 

dream.  

 

The final issue discussed is that of economic success and how many were willing to work towards the 

socialist ideal. Once again there is a good range of issues discussed and there is a clear link back to 

‘consolidating his power’.  

 

Stalin was able to combine his political skills with the policy of terror to control and eliminate 

challenges to his power. Terror was particularly important in removing those who he perceived could 

threaten his position and the executions, show trials and labour camps provided a clear warning to 

others. However, terror was not necessary to win ‘support’ from all. In consolidating his power, he was 

aided by those who genuinely believed they were building a socialist utopia and better world. Others 

were willing to conform because of the improvements in the economy or living conditions, either 

because they could see the benefits or because Stalin’s propaganda convinced them. As a result, 

Stalin was able to consolidate his power using a range of methods that targeted different groups or 

because a significant number supported him, which was even more true after victory in the Second 

World War. 

 

The conclusion is particularly strong. It does assess the importance of terror and weighs its role up 

against other factors. The response acknowledges that different methods were effective against 

different groups and that the different methods worked together to ensure that, particularly after the 

Second World. War, his position was unchallenged.  
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